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Abstract
My talk will be split in two parts. I will start by highlighting the research activities of the Intelligent Robots and
Systems group that I coordinate at ISR/IST, illustrated by some short videos. Then I will switch to more focused
material on formal approaches to planning under uncertainty and quantitative analysis of robot task plan
performance.
Robotics needs systematic approaches to task modeling and planning, supported by formal methods, so as to enable
stating performance bounds and several properties of a plan to carry out a task. Despite their theoretical nature,
such formal approaches are crucial to ensure practical (often non-intuitive) results when applied to real robot
systems, that scale up well with the several dimensions (e.g., number of robots, state space size) of the problem at
hand. In this talk I will cover research developed by past PhD students, showing our perspective on how to deal with
some of these issues. Topics will include the use of i) Petri nets for qualitative and quantitative modeling and analysis
of robot tasks, task plan representation and (supervised) execution; ii) (partially observable) Markov decision
processes (POMDPs) to model and solve problems of sequential decision-making under uncertainty; and iii) a
blending of the two previous approaches: event-driven asynchronous POMPDs. Results of applying all these
techniques to real systems composed of multiple networked mobile robots and static sensors will be shown.
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